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WHAT DO WE DO

Human Resources Consultancy
We offer HR solutions that help you hire the right fit.
As you go about aligning HR processes, our
consultants will design systems that will not only help
you save cost and time but transform your
e ployees potential to your orga izatio s most
competitive advantage

Assessments
Besides certified psychometric evaluations such as MBTI
and FIRO B; we have expertise in designing assessments
centers that is aligned your business needs. From a quick
dip stick analysis to a comprehensive evaluation, our
assessments will help you make decisions that will
increase your profitability

SIGNATURE PROGRAMS

The art of story telling for leaders
The journey of a leader is incomplete without the ability to inspire ; the one
quality a person looks for when they want to identify the leaders in their
li es. Storytelli g ai s to gi e leaders a perspe ti e o ho i spiratio a
be delivered through stories that belong to them and creating an audience
catharsis and call to action.

Young Leadership
The first step is often the toughest step. For good performers who are
promoted to people manager roles, this often proves to be true.
Organizations on the other hand run the risk of losing a great
performer just to find a ot so good manager.
Our You g Leadership workshop helps reduce this risk by preparing
new and first time managers for the challenges ahead in this highly
impactful workshop that not just shares the Why but the Ho of
effective managerial skills as well.

Stand & Deliver – Presentations Skills
Content Development

WHO ARE WE
We have partnered with over 190 organizations to build
organizational cultures that strike a balance between
productivity and harmony. We believe learning is a journey
and for the past 7 years, we have stayed true to our
mission of making those journeys an enjoyable and
enriching one. In doing so, we have delivered not just in
making organizations productive and efficient but also
happy and aligned.
Training is a just a small part of what we do; we are the
enablers of your organizational culture

Consistently, we have received positive feedback on our
orld lass content. Our conviction that trai i g is only
as good as the o te t has been validated by
organizations such as Wipro, NIIT, Grameen Foundations
among others for whom we have developed high quality
training content, functional and behavioral,

Corporate training
We conduct classroom based training workshops across all
levels on over 50 different topics. Our constant endeavor
is to align and customize each workshop to your
organizational objectives so that it is not only a unique and
enriching experience for the participants but also an
investment for your organization that will yield the desired
ROI in the long run.

Teambuilding Events
Our adventure challenges are centered around your
organizational objective that range from in-room activities
based on mental ability to the outdoors based on physical
skill and execution ability.

To be able to present in front of audiences effectively is a core managerial
and leadership skill. Effective presentations display confidence and
conviction and an innate ability to influence an audience to your
orga izatio s perspe ti e.

Aligning Mindsets - Cross

Culture Sensitization

As the world gets smaller and your work place get culturally more
diverse; are you preparing yourself to align mindsets? How do we
respect differences and find the balance between being who we
are and what we are expected to be without losing out on
productivity and a happy work environment? Aligning Mindsets is
a workshop that sensitizes you to the other way of doing things
without compromising on your sense of self

Unleashing Creativity
Some organizations seem to be in a continuous improvement cycle. What
do they do differently? How are they constantly creative and innovative?
What is the impact of creativity and innovation? Through this program,
employees of an organization are able to refocus their energies on creating
etter pro esses, syste s a d ays of doi g thi gs that i pa t all areas of
business in the organization

